
• One-time fee for setting up a customer relationship: 5000
• Fixed monthly fee for BankID Merchant Sites with individualised certificate: 1500

Service Price per 
transaction Comments

Query for 
personal identity 
numbers

0,46 Flat rate, regardless of volume. Assumes legal authority to access this information.

BankID 
Identification 
pursuant to 
Money 
Laundering Act

100

The product is based on Section 6 of the Money Laundering Regulations, Electronic 
identification for natural persons. BankID Identification pursuant to the Money 
Laundering Act makes it possible to carry out electronic ID and credentials checks 
of private individuals while setting up new digital customer relationships. This 
product applies to all companies that are required to implement customer control 
checks as stated in the Money Laundering Act. This solution is a BankID premium 
product.

Variable price elements – Authentication and Signing

Fixed price elements

Variable price elements – Other BankID services

The matrices shown below represent the prices for BankID products from BankID Norway. 

Authentication Signing

Price List 2018
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Upper volume Price per 
transaction

100 0

1.000 1,00

3.500 0,97

10.000 0,92

25.000 0,82

65.000 0,71

140.000 0,66

250.000 0,61

400.000 0,56

1.000.000 0,51

- 0,46

Upper volume Price per 
transaction

200 10,00

700 8,65

2.000 7,35

5.000 6,20

12.000 5,30

30.000 4,50

50.000 3,80

75.000 3,45

100.000 3,25

- 2,95

For both products – Authentication and Signing – BankID Norway shall count the
number of accrued transactions from the preceding month and assign the Merchant
Site a transaction price for each product. The invoiced amount for each product is the
transaction price multiplied by volume.

BankID products are invoiced monthly, and the invoice amount shall include both fixed and
variable elements. The variable elements are retroactive and calculated from the previous
month's volume.



Price List 2018

xID issues invoices based on activities for the previous month. There are no fixed costs 
related to xID; the Merchant Site only pays for actual use.

Price options Less than 50 000 
monthly users

Between 50 000 and 250 
000 monthly users

Between 250 000 and 750 000 
monthly users

Maximum price 
per xID 
transaction

0,20 0,20 0,20

Price per xID 
user 0,60 0,45 0,30

Maximum price 
per month 17.500 50.000 120.000

BankID Norway will count the number of accrued xID transactions (recognitions in xID)
and the number of xID users (users who have used xID via a Merchant Site) at the end
of each calendar month. The Merchant Site will be billed according to the price option
with the lowest amount. The Merchant Site is thus give the best price from all three
options.

Special prices apply to Merchant Sites with more than 750 000 monthly xID users.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information is a product that requires the use of BankID and/or xID. The 
product is invoiced at a fixed monthly amount.

The Merchant Site selects which Package it wants, and is invoiced according to the
selected package per month. The Package is valid for one calendar year. For Merchant
Sites that become customers within the course of a calendar year, the package's size
(number of transactions included per year) is estimated according to the number of
months remaining in the year. Any overconsumption will be invoiced at the end of the
calendar year.

A transaction is counted if a user shares information with the Merchant Site.

The matrices shown below represent the prices for xID and Supplemental Information from 
BankID Norway.
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Package
Number of 

transactions 
included per year

Annual price Price per transaction for 
overconsumption

Small 5.000 6.000 1,20

Medium 10.000 10.000 1,00

Large 25.000 20.000 0,80

Extra large 50.000 35.000 0,70


